Abstract. The application of Partially Parallel Imaging (PPI) techniques to regular clinical Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) studies has brought about the benefit of significantly faster acquisitions but at the cost of amplified and spatially variant noise, especially, for high parallel imaging acceleration rates. A Local Mutual Information (LMI) weighted Total Variation (TV) based model is proposed to remove non-evenly distributed noise while preserving image sharpness. For self-calibrated PPI, such as GeneRalized Auto-calibration Partially Parallel Acquisition (GRAPPA) and modified SENSitivity Encoding (mSENSE), a low spatial resolution high Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) image is available besides the reconstructed high spatial resolution low SNR image. The LMI between these two images is used to detect the noise distribution and the location of edges automatically, and is then applied as guidance for denoising. To better preserve sharpness, Bregman iteration scheme is utilized to add the removed signal back to the denoised image. Entropy of the residual map is used to automatically terminate iteration without using any information of the golden standard or real noise. Results of the proposed algorithm on synthetic and in vivo MR images indicate that the proposed technique preserves image edges and suppresses noise well in the images reconstructed by GRAPPA. The comparison with some existing techniques further confirms the advantages. This algorithm can be applied to enhance the clinical applicability of self-calibrated PPI. Potentially, it can be extended to denoise general images with spatially variant noise.
Introduction
PPI techniques [13, 16, 7, 14, 8, 2, 9] are routinely used to achieve increased image resolution, decreased motion artifacts and shorter scan time to ensure patient cooperation and tolerance, as well as to meet the work flow demands of a busy clinical service. However, PPI techniques reduce acquisition time at the cost of loss in SNR and gain in residual aliasing artifacts [13] . With increase in parallel imaging acceleration rate R, the increase in noise and artifacts can be significant thereby reducing the diagnostic quality of the image.
A lot of existing denoising techniques [15, 5, 4, 10] assume that the noise that corrupts quality of the acquired image has Gaussian distribution. However, images reconstructed by PPI have various kinds of spatially variant (non-evenly distributed) noise; and the noise distribution is decided by the geometry of the coil as well as the reconstruction scheme. Furthermore, besides noise, it is possible that there are some residual aliasing artifacts in these images. A good thing about PPI is that it provides some extra information besides the noisy image itself. For images reconstructed by SENSE [13] , the noise distribution is prescribed by geometry factor [13] that can guide the denoising [18] . For self-calibrated technique GRAPPA, a low spatial resolution high SNR image, named regulating image, is intrinsically available. The relationship between this regulating image and the noisy image is that the regulating one is reconstructed using only the fully acquired low frequency information (the central k-space), while the noisy one is reconstructed using both the low frequency and the partially acquired high frequency information. The regulating image is noise free because noise is usually of high frequency, but it is of lower resolution. The two images are perfectly registered because they are reconstructed from data created at the same time.
The purpose of this work is to develop a technique that takes advantage of the regulating image and removes spatially variant noise/artifact in images reconstructed by self-calibrated PPI, especially GRAPPA. The idea can be extended to smooth general noisy images even when there is no direct "regulating" image available. One can apply a low pass filter to generate a "regulating" image.
To protect edge information, anisotropic smoothing techniques such as the famous total variation model [15] and spatially varying diffusion filtering [11, 17, 3, 1, 6] , were widely used for image denoising.
Assume the given noisy image I is related to the real clean image u by I = u + n with n the noise. Under the assumption that noise n follows a Gaussian distribution with 0 mean and fixed variance, the TV model recovers u by minimizing the following energy functional.
A(u)
where Ω is the image domain, λ is a positive weight that is spatially invariant and is related to variance of the Gaussian noise. Constant weight λ does not work well for images with strongly non-even noise levels, especially those generated using PPI. A substitute is to choose spatially adaptive weight λ. A straightforward one is an edge detector function that has lower values near edges but higher values in homogeneous regions. The one used in experiments for comparison is defined as follows.
Edge detector functions are able to distinguish edges from homogeneous regions, but they tend to treat regions with high level of noise and artifacts that also have high gradients as edges, thereby inaccurately screen those noise and artifacts from being removed.
We propose to utilize the LMI between the regulating image and the noisy image to detect noise distribution and edge information, and to tell edges apart from highly noisey regions in particular, then use a function that is reversely proportional to LMI as weight λ and build it into a TV model. This LMI weighted TV will smooth more at noisier regions, while less near edges and smoother regions. However, if the overall weight is larger than enough, it will still smooth out fine structures and blur edges. Osher et al.'s celebrated Bregman iteration [10] comes to aid, it preserves edges by restoring edge information that might be disregarded during the smoothing process. The residual, which is the difference of the original raw image and the resulting smoothed image, often has both noise and edge information. In [10] , the residual is incorporated back into the smoothing process to restore the edge information.It is extremely important to terminate the iteration before too much noise returns to the resulting smoothed image. The original paper terminates when L 2 norm of the residual is smaller than standard deviation of the Gaussian noise. This criterion is not appropriate in practice because standard deviation is usually unknown. We propose to use entropy of the residual to terminate the iteration automatically. The proposed LMI weighted TV incorporated with Bregman iteration is named LMI-Denoiser.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, the proposed LMI-Denoiser is discussed in details. Section 3 illustrates experimental results on synthetic and in vivo data to validate the proposed model. Comparison with some other models is made in section 4. Conclusion and future work is drawn in section 5.
LMI-Denoiser
Mutual information and local mutual information have been widely used in image registration [12] , but not in image denoising. Let I be the to-be-smoothed image, J be the regulating image. At each location x, we consider I(x) and J(x) as two random variables, and let N B r (x) be a window that is centered at x with side r, then use restriction of I and J on the window to approximate joint and marginal probability density function (p.d.f) of I(x) and J(x), the LMI between I(x) and J(x) is simply the mutual information between I and J at x:
where
) provides a nonnegative measure of local dependence between I and J at x. It is zero only when I(x) and J(x) are totally independent of each other, the more they depend on each other, the higher the LM I will be. Notice that I and J are images of the same object, if there is no noise around x in I, I should dependent a lot on the noise free image J; the more noise exists at x in I, the more the dependence between I and J will be deteriorated and thus the smaller the value of LMI would be. Moreover, even though edges are blurred and fine structures are not clear in the regulating image J, it still shares strong edges, which are usually less deteriorated by noise, with I. Therefore LMI near strong edges are large. Thus, LMI detects noise distribution and strong edge location. Observing LMI is low at regions with high noise levels, high at smoother regions and near edges, a function that is reversely proportional to LMI works as an ideal denoising weight. Hence, LMIDenoiser will be a powerful tool to guide image denoising adaptively and automatically.
The proposed LMI-Denoiser is the following.
-Initialize: u 0 = 0 and v 0 = 0.
-for k= 0, 1, 2,...: compute u k+1 as a minimizer of the following LMI weighted TV energy functional,
and update
The number of iterations decides the quality of the smoothed image. We propose to utilize Shannon entropy of the residual map I − u k to terminate the iteration. Shannon entropy is a measure of uncertainty or randomness of a random variable, the more random the variable is, the higher the entropy is. At early stages, Shannon entropy of residual is low because there is more signal inside the residual, then it will increase with the iteration as more signal is removed from the residual. After it reaches the highest entropy, it will start to decrease due to return of signal in residual. The k corresponding to the global maximal entropy should provide the optimal stage. We will demonstrate that this entropy based termination criterion provides consistent results with L 2 norm and mutual information between the reference and the smoothing result.
LMI is a p.d.f. based estimation. Theoretically, its accuracy suffers from small data size ( small r), but too big r will cause wide band near edges in LMI, thus the edges of fine structures can not be detected easily. Therefore, an optimal radius is essential to the behavior of LMI. Experimentally, we have tried r = 4, 5, 6, 7 for images of resolution 256 × 256 and found no significant difference in results, so we fix r to be 5. Moreover, we do not use normalized mutual information because the overlap between the two subimages are fixed.
There are two parameters, i.e., a, b in the model. b is used to balance the value of LMI and 1, b could be chosen such that the order of b times mean value of LMI is in the order of 10 3 . b was fixed as 10 4 in the experiments. a balances the smoothing and image fidelity. Since the Bregman iteration scheme (4)-(5) can pick up signal back for over smoothed image, the choice of a can be flexible, an automatic scheme for choice of a will be provided in a separate work.
Experimental Results
One set of Shepp-Logan phantom data , one set of cine cardiac data and one set of brain data are used to validate the proposed method.
Full k-space data which are not available in general are scanned in particular for these three data sets for validation purpose. The reference images, i.e. the golden standards, are reconstructed with the full k-space data. To simulate PPI, artificially down sampled data are used to reconstruct noisy image I through GRAPPA. The acceleration rate is 4, 5, and 5 for phantom, cardiac, and brain data set respectively, i.e. only 25%, 20%, and 20% of the k-space data are used for reconstruction. GRAPPA with a 4 × 5 convolution kernel is used for image reconstruction. The convolution kernels are calculated with the auto-calibration signal (ACS) lines located at the central k-space. The number of ACS lines are 64, 24, and 56 for phantom, cardiac and brain data respectively. The ACS lines are used to generate the low spatial resolution but high SNR regulating images (J in (4)) through Fourier transform. Fig. 1 compares the high resolution low SNR noisy image I, the regulating image J, the LMI-Denoiser smoothing result and the reference image for cardiac and phantom data. It can be seen that non-evenly distributed noise is efficiently removed and the sharpness is well preserved for both data sets. Difference between the noisy images and the reference images are shown in the third row (first image for cardiac data, third image for phantom data) to demonstrate true noise distribution. Edge information can be clearly observed from the reference image. Compare the f (LM I) maps (second image for cardiac, last image for phantom) with the difference maps and reference images, it can be seen that f (LM I) has lower value near evident edges and low noise level regions, and higher value near high noise level or serious artifacts region. Therefore, f (LM I) detects noise distribution and strong edge information well. This explains why the smoothing results are clean and sharp. The brain data set is used to demonstrate the rationality of using entropy as a termination criterion. Fig. 2 shows the smoothing results (left) and different maps (right) after 1 to 4 stages (top to bottom). For better visibility, only partial image is demonstrated. Fig. 3 plots the entropy values of each difference map, relative errors of each smoothed image, and the mutual information values between the smoothed images and the reference images. Clearly, entropy based result matches the mutual information and relative error based results well. All of them have exactly the same tendency and show that the best result is the one at stage 3. This consistency confirms the rationality of using entropy as a termination criterion. Since entropy of difference map does not need the golden standard, which is not available in real case, entropy is the most applicable criterion in general application.
Discussion
This section focuses on demonstrating advantages of the proposed method over some existing TV based models. Beside the basic TV and edge detector weighted TV, we also compare with correlation weighted TV. Correlation is another natural measure of dependence between two random variables however, LMI is more general than correlation in the sense that LMI detects both linear and nonlinear dependence while correlation only detects linear dependence.
Due to range difference, parameters are chosen differently in different models, but those shown are optimal results. Fig. 4 demonstrates that basic TV, edge detector TV, and correlation weighted TV either can not remove noise sufficiently or smooth out fine structures (pointed by dashed arrows, can also be seen from the corresponding difference maps), while the proposed model is able to remove non-even noise sufficiently and preserve sharp edges well. The result of conventional TV with small weight for smoothing has obvious residual artifacts and damaged boundary (first column); the result with large weight (second column) is artifact free, but has more seriously blurred boundary. Because the residual aliasing artifacts are serious in the noisy image, the edge detector mistakenly treats the artifacts as edges and hence smoothed the regions less. Therefore, the smoothed image (third column) has clearly residual artifacts and noise. Local correlation is another natural measure of dependence between two random variables, but it only detects linear dependence, while LMI is more general in the sense it also detects nonlinear dependence. So it is observed that the LMI based TV (last column) slightly outperforms correlation based TV (fourth column). When only linear dependence exists between I and J, and/or when computation cost is more important than accuracy, local correlation can substitute LMI. Quantitative comparison in sharpness and SNR between the LMI weighted TV and basic TV based model, Gradient weighted TV, correlation weighted TV are made, it shows that LMI weighted TV provides statistically significant larger sharpness and SNR.
Conclusion and Future Work
This work proposed to use LMI between the noisy image and a regulating image to automatically detect noise distribution and strong edge information for PPI images, and then use it to remove noise and artifacts automatically and adaptively. Entropy was proved to be an applicable termination criterion for the Bregman iteration. Experimental results show the proposed method adaptively removed the noise and preserved strong edges. But LMI cannot detect small fine structures because LMI is defined based on patch instead of point wise information. The optimal a is a function of noise/artifacts level. Hence for a given application, it is possible to decide a based on acceleration rate and the geometry of the coil, an automatic decision scheme of a will be reported in a separate work. A future work is to use the LMI between the unknown u and regulating image J to define weight. Generalization of the proposed model to any images will be reported in a separate work also.
